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Discover E-Homestore’s luxury DLUX massage chairs, which provide  
the ultimate full body massage experience! 

Do you suffer from back, neck or shoulder pain?

Relieve any aches, pains and build-up of tension after a 
long day on the golf course with the DLUX massage chairs, 
which provide the ultimate full body massage experience! 
All DLUX chairs boast multiple massage techniques, 
heating therapy and zero gravity modes which help you 
relax and relieve any stress knots/tension. Reflexology 
on the feet and hands help stimulate pressure points as 
well as help stimulate blood circulation. Listen to music or 
podcast through the premium built-In Bluetooth speakers  
to allow you to escape reality and unwind.

The Model 3 and 4 are one of the most exceptional and 
stunning massage chairs available, boasting a number 
of unique features and massage techniques including: 
tapping, kneading, shiatsu, knocking, pressing and yoga/ 
Thai stretching. 

The latest technology smart massage rollers and 52 

Luxury Massage Chairs
Comfort like never before
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compression air bags provide the most comprehensive 
massage experience– it’s almost as good as the real thing!

Model 3 

Retail Price: £4,000
Offer price: £2,800

Features:
- Two zero gravity functions
- Wireless phone charging pad 
- AI voice commands
- Stimulates acupuncture points
- Helps improve posture
- Extendable foot rest to suite people of all heights
- Classy design

Available in Black & gold, white & rose gold or brown & rose gold 

Model 4

Retail Price: £5000
Offer price: £3,500

Special Features:
- AI voice commands
- Smart body scanning & custom shaping
- Specialised massage settings for users.
- Health/vitals monitoring function. 
- Specialised massages for spine/back care
- Automatic leg extension to suite people of all heights
- Innovative design with LED lights 

Available in a black & rose gold or white/brown & rose gold.

Voted the most recommended chair for chronic back pain, 
sports recovery and relaxation.

To learn more, scan the QR Code,  
email info-e-homestore.co.uk or  
call 07977551155. 

Use Code OFFGOLF30 to get 30% off all 
chairs now at www.e-homestore.co.uk


